FILA table
Konstantin Grcic
Imagine a table, the simplest of tables: a top and four legs; one in each corner. The minimalistic outline of this table is made of uniform aluminium profiles and finished with a thin solid core table top.

Taking a closer look at the framework reveals the table's modular construction: each corner has a solid aluminium corner joint connecting the extruded crossbars and legs. Very long tables would have two additional joints adding a fifth and sixth leg. An even longer table can have eight legs or twelve... and so on. FILA is an engineered system. The joints are milled not cast, which produces a seamless precision between the elements. A distinct chamfer running down the outside edge of each corner leg is FILA's signature detail and proof of the special attention to workmanship and quality.

FILA is produced in a range of standard sizes or can be made to measure. The aluminium framework is anodized in silver, gold or black. The table top in FENIX NTM® offers an extremely durable material, which is soft to touch and anti-fingerprint.
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Table system. Structure and legs in anodised aluminium in the colours black, silver or gold. Table top in high pressure laminate (HPL) in various finishings and colours.

Sistema tavolo. Struttura e gambe in alluminio anodizzato colore nero, argento, oro. Piano in HPL in diverse finiture e colori.

Table top in high pressure laminate (HPL) in various finishes and colours.

Tisch System. Rahmen und Beine aus Aluminium Schwarz, Silber oder Gold eloxiert. Tischplatten in HPL in verschiedenen Oberflächen und Farben.

Please be aware that the printed color shades (paper, PDF) can appear different from the real material colours.

Si prega di notare che le sfumature dei colori su carta e PDF possono apparire diverse dai colori reali dei materiali.

Bitte beachten Sie, dass die auf Papier und PDF gedruckten Farbtöne von den tatsächlichen Farben der Materialien abweichen können.